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Abatract 

An LU iuplicit acheue ia developed for the The uoat aucceaaful implicit acheue (baaed 
unateadv Euler equations. It is proved on the efficiencv and the accuracv> of 
that a aymuetric aucceaaive over-relaxation 
uethod for solving the unfectored implicit 
echeue id equivalent to a modified form of 
the LU iuplicit scheue. A uultigrid method 
is developed for the LU iuplicit scheue to 
produce a rapidly convergent algorithm for 
calculating steady state solutions of the 
Euler equations. 

1. Jntroduction 

~~ 

residual averaging type eo far haa been 
Jausson’a uultietage scheme . 6 

Iuplicit acheaee of approximate 
factorization type are ettrective becauee 
they are expected to be very uaeful in 
unateady and viacoua flows analyaie ea well 
as steady inviecid flow calculatione. A 
uethod of local time stepping which ia 
useful for steadv flow analvsie can not be . ~~~ 

The first Euler code to gain uaed f o k ~  unateady flow ca1c;latione becauae 

nuubera of iuplicit acheues of approxiuate acceptance for the prediction of transonic tiue-accUracY ia required. The maxiuua CfL 

flows was written by Bagnus and Yoahihara factorization type for constant tiue 
using a Lax-Wendroff scheme which can be 
derived frou a Taylor Series expanelon- A larger than those of explicit acheuea. 

stepping can be-hn order of uagnitude 

popular explicit scheue by HacCormack’ is a 
variation of the two-step Lax-Wendroff 
acheue that removes the necessity of 
couputing unknowna at the midpoints. A 
diaadvantage of these acheues for ateady 
state calculatione ia that the conputed 
steady state is not unique, depending on 

desirability of separating the space and 
tiue discretization procedures, using the 
so-called uethod of linea. This procedure 
waa adopted in the achene proposed by 

Jameaon, Schuidt, and Turkel’ in 
conJunction with the Runge-Kutta tiue 
atepping acheue. 

W the time step. This auggeata the 

Since the time atep of an explicit 
acheme 1- limited by the CFL (Coursnt- 
Friedrichr-LeWy> condition. which require- 
that the region of dependence of the 
difference schenr rust at least include the 
ragion of dependence of the differential 
equation, an iuplicit acheue ia preferred 
pa the driving acheue. TWO general types 
of implicit schemes can be diatinguiahed. 
thosr using residual averaging. and those 
baaed on approxiuate factorization. 
Xaccoruack’s iuplicit acheme* was aluoat 
abandoned becauae of the difficultiea in 

treating boundary condition= . 5 
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Despite nuueroua deairable featurea of 
iuplicit acheuea, early codes using an 
Alternating Direction Iuplicit CADI) achene 
suffered poor convergence and failed to 
capture non-oecillatory shock waves in fine 
ueahea. It waa proved that Jareaon’e 
artificial diesipation rode1 i s  necesaary 
for a central difference scheue to reuove 
the wigglee in the neighborhood of shock 

waves . Although the AD1 scheue has been 
ueeful in two-diuenaions. it le well-known 
that the corresponding rcheue in delta foru 
ia unstable in three-diuenaions. An 
alternative iuplicit schaue which is stable 
in any nuuber of space diuenaions ie based 

on lower-upprr (LU) factorization . 
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The idee of uring multigrid techniques 
for the acceleration of convergence has 
been known for decades. However, reports 
of success were rar.. It was especially 
frustrating for the AD1 acheue. Childs and 
Pulliau9 reported that the AD1 acheue is 
not suited for a uultigrid algorithu. 
Recently, Jaueson and Yoon” drew an 
oppositr conclusion and showed that the AD1 
rcheue could be iuproved to achieve the 
uaxiuua efficiency of the uultigrid uethod. 
In this paper, an LU iuplicit scheue fa 
derived and iuproved for better 
psrformancs. A uultigrid uethod is 
developed to accelerate the Convergence and 
to enhance the robustness. It ia proved 
that a symmetric auccersive over-relaxation 
(SSOR) uethod for aolving the unfactored 
iuplicit acheue is a aubaet of the LU 
iuplicit scheue. An LU iuplicit acheue 
uodified with the SSOR uethod is ala0 
considered. 



2. Govsmnins Eauationq 

The equationa for flow of a gas in 
thernodynauic equilibrium are Navier-Stokea 
equations. Let P, u, V, E, H, and p be the 
deneity, Carteaian velocity couponenta, 
total energy, total enthalpy, and preaeure, 
and let x and y be Carteaian coordinatea. 
Then for a two-dimensional flow theae 
equations can be written ae 

where W is the vector of dependent 
variablea, and F and G are convective flux 
vectors 

T W = (P, Pu, Pv, PE> 
F = (Pu, Pup+p, ?vu, (PE+p>u) 

G = (Pv, Puv, Pv *p, (PE*p)v) 

The flux vectora for the viscous terne are 

R = ( 0 ,  T 

s = (0 .  T 

T 

1 T 

+ VT >T 
X X '  Txy, "?XX xy 

T UT +VT >T 
XY' YY' XY YY 

Here the viecoua streaaea are 
Txx = 2uu - +Ix +v ), T = u<u +v >, 

X Y XY Y X  
and T = 2uv 

YY Y X Y  
coefficient of viscosity. 

- $(u + v > where u is the 

The Euler equationa are obtained by 
neglecting viecoua terne. 

The Euler equations in integral form can be 
written sa 

a ;,SSS WdO + SSaOF.dS 0 (3) n 

for a fixed region n with boundary AO. 
Here W repreaents the conaerved quantity 
and F is the corresponding flux term. 
These equations are to be aolved for a 

steady etate 5~ = 0 where t denotes time. dW 

3. Finite Volume Scheue 

A convenient way to aaaure a ateady 
atate solution independent of the time step 
la to separate the space and time 
diacretization procedurea. In aeni- 
discrete finite volume achene one begina 
by applying a semi-discretization in which 
only the spatial derivativea are 

approximated." The use of a finite volume 
method for space discretization allows one 
to handle arbitrary geometries and helpa 
one to avoid probleus with metric 
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aingularities that are usually associated 
with finite difference methods. The achene 
reduce6 to a central difference scheme on a 
Carteaian grid, and is aecond order 
accurate in space provided that the meah ie 
smooth enough. It ala0 haa the property 
that uniform 'low is an exact aolution of 
the difference equationa. 

k b -  

In typical traneonic flow ca lcu la t ion  
by a central difference scheme, wigglea 
appear in the neighborhood of ahock wavee 
where preeaure gradient ia severe. In 
order to avppreaa the tendency for apurioua 
odd and even point oacillationa, and to 
prevent unaightly overahoota near ahock 
wavee, the achene is augmented by an 

artificial dissipative term.l0The 
diasipation conaiste of blended aecond and 
fourth differencea. The fourth differencea 
provide background dieeipation throughout 
the domain. In the neighborhood of a 
ahockwave aecond differencee become the 
dominant dissipative terms. 

4. LU ImDliCit Scheme 

An obvious way to accelerate 
convergence to a ateady state ia to 
increaae the aize of time step. When the 
tire step limit imposed by en explicit 
stability bound I- much lese then that 
iupoaed by the accuracy bound, implicit 
achenes are preferred. 

A prototype implicit scheme for a 
eyatem of nonlinear hyperbolic equations 
such as the Euler equations can be 
formulated aa 

b 

Wn*l = Wn - 6dt(DxF(Wn11) D G(Wn*')1 
Y 

- (l-6)Att(DxF(Wn> + D G(Wn)l (4 )  
Y 

where Dx and D 
d that approximate - and L. Here n denotes 
ax aY 

the tile level. In this form the scheme is 
too expensive, since it calla for the 
solution of coupled nonlinear equationa at 
each time step. Let the Jacobian matricea 
be 

are difference operatora 
Y 

A = E  B s -  aG 
dW. aW 

and let the correction be 
( 5 )  

sw = w n.1 - wn. 

The achene can be linearized by setting 

F(Wn*l) = F(Wn) + ASW * O(llSWi?) 
G(Wntl) = G(Wn> BSW + O(l1swl~) 

and dropping terms of the second and higher 
order. 

w 



This yields 

(I + pAt<DxA + D B))&W At R = 0 
Y 

where R is the residual 

( 6 )  

R = D~FCW”) + D GCW”). 
Y 

If B= 1/2 the scheme reuaina second order 
accurate in tire, for other values of B. 
the time accuracy drops to firat order. 

The unfactored iuplicit scheue ( 6 )  
produces a large block banded uatrix which 
is very costly to invert and requires huge 
storage. If B = 1 the scheue reduces to a 

Newton iteration in the liuit At + m . 8 

(DxA + D B)SW + R = 0 ( 7 )  
Y 

Because of the repid growth of the 
operation count with the nuuber of rash 
cells, the Newton method appeara to be 
iupractical. One can solve the system 
indirectly using a relaxation algorithu. 
If one uaes a fixed nuuber of iterations in 
each cycle the rchaue loses the property of 
quadratic convergence. and becones an 
alternative approximate factorization. It 
is desirable that the uatrix should be 
diagonally douinant to ueet a convergence 
criterion of a relaxation uethod. This can 
be achieved by flux splitting at the 
expense of a substantial increase in the 
conputational work. The Newton uethod is 

unsteady flow calculations. 
w not tiue-accurate, so it cannot be used for 

The acheue is reduced to an AD1 scheue 
by replacing the operator of equation ( 6 )  
by a product of two one-diueneional 
operators. 

(I + BAt DxA)<I + BAt D B)SW * At R = 0 
Y 

( 8 )  

When uarching to a rtrady atate uning large 
tire stoppr. one wants to ensure that the 
nuuerical solution is independent of the 
size of the tile atepe. At. A aimple way 
to do this is to .solve for the change in 
t h e ,  at each tiue step. In the 
two diuensional car0 the AD1 scheues which 

solve for either Una’ or bWn are 
equivalent. The AD1 achene in three- 
diuension is unconditionally steble if one 

solves for W . but the steady state 
solution depend6 on At. However, if one 

solves for 
solution independent of At, then the AD1 
schene is unstable. Although artificial 
dissipation has eoue stabilizing effect on 
coarse grids. large auounts of dissipation 
used on fine ueshes can uake the results 
useleas. The AD1 achene introduces terua 
of order (At>’ which roduce the rate of 

e convergence. A stability analyeis of the 
AD1 rcheue including the effect of boundary 

n+l 

&Wn to produce a steady state 

conditione show that the AD1 achene is 
11 stable up to CFL number of near one . 

Perhaps the biggest drawback of the AD1 
rcheue ia the poor high frequency 
dauping characteristic in three-diuenaion. 

Jareson and Turkel proposed a lower- 
upper (LU) factored implicit achene which 
is unconditionally stable in any number of 
space diuensiona and also yields a steady 
state solution which is independent of At. 
The LU iuplicit acheue has terue at most of 

order (At)’ independent of the nuuber of 
diuensiona. The operation count per time 
step is quite uoderata because the LU 
iuplicit scheae needs the inversion of 
lower and upper aparae triangular nctricea. 
The AD1 scheue requires relatively 
expensive tridiagonsl or pentadiagonal 
inversions. The couputationel work per 
cycle for the LU iuplicit scheme is found 
to be couparable to that of an explicit 
scheue. Woreover, the LU iuplicit achene 
d-s not need uore atorage than an explicit 
scheme while the AD1 =heme requires large 
atorage of ueaory. The LU factorization 
needs only two factors while tho AD1 scheue 
requires three factors in three diuension. 
A variation of this rcheue w a s  used to 

calculate cascado flows on an H-ueah 12. 
riuilar idea wad derived based on flux 
vector splitting . 

R 
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While the AD1 scheue hea been valuable 
in two-dimensional probleua, its inherent 
liuitations in three-diuensions suggest an 
alternative approach. An LU iuplicit 
scheue can be derivod by the factorizetion. 

(I + BAtCD; A*  +D- B + > >  

(I + BAt<Dx A 

Y 

Y 
+ -  

*D* B->l&W a At R = 0 (9) 

where D; and D- a m  backward difference 

operators and Di and Df 
Y 

difference oporatorr. Here, two-point 
operatora are used for rtrady flow 
calculations. 
constructed so that the eigenvalues of ”+** 
ustrices are non-negative and those of 
uatricei are non-positive . 

Y 

are forward 

A,, A-. B*, and B- are 

14 

A*  - ( A  + rA1), A- = $ ( A  - rAI> (10) 

where 

r C uax C I A  I ) ,  rB b uax<lABl) (11) A A 
Here, A A  and A represont eigenvalues of 
Jacobian uatricos. Equation (9) can be 
inverted in two steps es 

B 
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(I + BAt(D;A* +D-B*))SWW. = -At R 
Y 

(I + BAt(D>- +D*B-)l SW = SW* (12) 
Y 

The scheme is unconditionally stable for 
the linear scalar case if 0 is greater than 
or equal to 1/2. Equation (12) needs the 
inveraion of sparse triangular uatrices 
which can be done efficiently without using 
large storage. The couputationel work per 
cycle for the LU implicit scheme le leas 
than half of that of the AD1 scheme with a 
nonperiodic tridiagonal eyateu on a 'scalar 
computer. 

For a given boundary-conforming ueeh 
end explicit baundary conditions, sirple 
sweepa for the aysteu (9) are likely to 
give inaccurate aolutions because of the 
esyaeetrical boundary conditions. A useful 
strategy to avoid this problem le to 
enforce ayuuetry by splitting the 
computational domain into upper and lower 
half planes. Thi- givea slightly better 
results then alternating sweeps. While the 
system (9) is used for the upper half 
plane, a system for the lower helf plane is 
given by 

[I + BAt(D:A- +D-B*)) 

[I * BAt<D;A* +D+B-)ISW * At R 5 0 
Y 

Y 
(131 

5. LU-SSOR Scheme 

Suppose we modify the linearized 
iuplicit achene 

by simulating it uith backward and forward 
relaxation sueepa. Thia ia the symmetric 
successive over-relaxation (SSOR) method, 
uhich can be written in tuo steps as 

Subtract equation (16) frou equation (17) 
to get 

SW. +SAt(A? -AT )SW. -6At A;-1 SWi-1,3 
'3 13 13 13 .I 

that is, 

(I*BAt (D;A+ *D-B* -A- -B-)) SW 
Y 

=(I + WAt (AI +B*-A- -B-))SW* (19) 

where 

SW* = tI+BAt (D:A- *D>- +Af +B*))-l(-At R> 
(201 w 

matrices as given in and .._.. If we take "*" 
equation (lo), then 

A+ -A- = rAI, B -B = rBI 

Thus equation (19) becouee 

+ -  

tI + BAt(D;A* +DiB* -A- -B-)1 

(I *BAt(D:A- +D*B- +A*+B*)l &W 
= -tl+OAt(rA +rB)lAt R 

A s  in the LU ilplicit schaue case, the 
system for the lower half plane is 

(1 *BAt(D:A- *D- B* +A*-B-)) 

(1 +BAt(D;A* +D>- -A-*B*)I SW 

Y 

Y 

(21) 

- -(1 *4Att(rA *rB))At R (22) 

The derivation of the scheme (21) shows 
that e symmetric Geuse-Seidel relaxation 

method' to 5olve the unfactored implicit 
scheme (6) i5 equialent to a uodified fori 
of the LU implicit scheme. 

4 



6. Multiqrid Method 

In order to edapt the iuplicit schemes 
for a multigrid algorithm, auxiliary meshes 
are introduced by doubling the mesh 
spacing. Figures la - Id show typical four 
level grids on 0-uesh. C-ueah is shown in 
Figure 2. Values of the flow variables are 
transferred to a coarser grid by the rule. 

W2h = ES w / S2h h h  (23) 

where the aubecripts denote values of tha 
mesh spacing paraueter. S is the cell area, 
and the euu is over the four cella on the 
fine grid couposing each cell on the 
coarser grid. The rule conserves usee, 
momentum, and energy. The eolution on a 
coarae grid is updated as follows. 

i) Calculate the correction and update the 
solution on the fine grid 

ii) Transfer the values of the varieblea to 
the coarae grid 

iii) Collect the residual on tha fine grid 
for the coarse grid. A forcing function ia 
then defined as 

c t  
h P2h = ZR -R2h (24) 

where R ia the residual. Superscripts c 
and t mean the collected and the 
transferred valuea respectively. The 
residual on the coarse grid la given by 

t C RZh - RZh + P2h = ERh (25) 

iv) Calculate the correction and update the 
eolution on the coarse grid. 

For the next coarser grid the residual is 
recalculated as 

t 
R4h = R4h +'4h 

u c t  
-E(R2h +ERh -R2h) (26)  

Sluilarly, the residual for the next grid 
is 

where the superscript u ueana the updated 
value. On the firat c0are.e grid, R 

replaced by ZRh with the result that the 
evolution on the coarse grid is driven by 
the residuals on the fine grid. 

2h is 
c 

The evolution on the next coarser grid is 
driven by an eetiuate of what the fine grid 
residuala would have been as a rerult of 
the correction on the first coarse grid. 
The process is repeated on successively 
coarser girds. 

v) Finally, the correction calculated on 
each grid is passed back to the next finer 
grid by bilinear interpolation. 

Since the evolution on a coarse grid 
is driven by residuals collected from the 
next finer grid, the final solution on the 
fine grid is independent of the choice of 
boundary conditione on the coarse grida. 
The aurfece boundary condition is treated 
in the same way on every grid, by using the 
noruel pressure gradient to extrapolate the 
surface pressure from the pressure in the 
cella ad3acent to the wall. Values are 
extrapolated to the fictitious cella inaide 
the body surface for the second difference 
dissipation on the coarse grids. The far 
field conditions can either be transferred 
from the fine grid, or recalculated. 

each level of the multigrid cycle, but it 
appears that an effective multigrid 
strategy is to uae a eiuple saw tooth 
cycle, in which a transfer is uade frou 
each grid to the next coarser grid after a 
single time step. After reaching the 
coarsest grid, the corrections are then 
successively interpolatad back fro. each 
grid to the next finer grid without any 
intermediate Euler calculations. On each 
grid, the tire step ie varied locally to 
yield a fixed CFL nuuber, and the aaue CFL 
number ia generally uaed on all grids, 10 

that progressively larger tiue atepa ara 
uaed after each transfer to a coarser grid. 
In conparison with e single tine step on 
the fine grid. the total couputational 
effort in one uultigrid cycle is 

Several time steps night be uaed at 

1 
4 16 

plus the additional work of collecting 
residuala and interpolating the 
corrections. 

The interpolation of correctlona back 
to the fine grid will introduce errors 
which cannot be rapidly expelled frou the 
fine grid, and ought to ba locally daupad. 
if a feet rate of convargence ir to be 
attained. Thus it is iuportant that the 
driving schsue should have the property of 
rapidly dauping out high frequency uodes. 
The success of a uultigrid uethod ia 
critically dependent on the shape of the 
auplification factor. 
Uaing the Von Neurann stability tart the 
amplification factor G(C,u) of the LU 
implicit rchaua is calculated. 
C and 9 denote wave nuubera. Figure 3 
shows good dauping characteristic of the LU 

implicit acheue with 8 = i. 
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7. Local Time SteDDinq 

A further way of accelerating the 
convergence rate to a steady state is the 
use of a variable tiue step. The purpose 
of local tine stepping ia to increase the 
speed at which distrubancea are propagated 
through the domain. The local time step is 
taken as 

A t p  
AtX + At At = 

Y 
( 2 8 )  

where Atx ia the permissible time step in 
the x direction and At is the 
permiaaible time step in the y direction. 
We define 

Y 

Atx = h d u  

and 
l U l  + c (29) 

AtY = Idy 
1 V l  6 c 

where u and v are the x and y velocity 
conponenta. Here h ia the CFL number for 
the time integration scheme and c is the 
local apeed of sound. With given CFL 
number the method of local time stepping 
accelerates the convergence by a factor of 
about 3. However, since implicit sche8ee 
allow larger CFL numbers with constant time 
etepping, the net gain by uaing lacel tiue 
eteps is not more than a factor of 2. 

8. Boundary Conditione 

Improper treatment of the boundary 
conditiona can lead to aerious errore., and 
perhaps instability. At a aolid boundary 
the only contribution to the flux balance 
comes from the preasure. The normal 

&P pressure gradient -- at the wall can be an 
estimated from the condition that 

- :t (Pqn ) = 0, where q is the normal n 
velocity component. The pressure at the 
wall is then estimated by extrapolation 
f r o m  the prbesure at the ad3acent cell 

centers. using the known value of - aP3 
an. 

In order to treat the flow exterior to 
a profile, one muat introduce an artificial 
outer boundary to produce a bounded domain. 
If the flow ie subaonic at infinity there 
will be three incoming charecterietics 
where there is inflow acroaa the boundary, 
and one outgoing characteristic, 
correaponding to the poseibility of 
escaping acoustic wevea. Where there is 
outflow. on the other hand, there will be 
three outgoing characteristics and one 
incoming characteristic. According to the 

theory of Kreissl’, three conditions may 
therefore be specified. One is at inflow, 
the eecond at outflow, while the remaining 

conditiona are determined by the solution 
of the differential equation. It is not 
correct to specify freestream conditions at 
the outer boundary. 

b= 
The rate of convergence to a ateady 

state will be impaired if outgoing wavea 
are reflected beck into the flow from the 
outer boundaries. A perfect nonreflecting 
boundary condition which abeorba all wavea 
impinging on the boundary requires global 
information in both space and time. Any 
boundary condition using local information 
will lead to some reflection. 
Approximations designed to absorb waves 
propagating in a direction normal to the 
boundary prove useful. Two variations have 
been tried in thia work. The treatment of 
the far field boundary condition for O-meah 
is based on the introduction of Riemann 
invarients for a one-dimensional flow 
normal to the boundary. 
The treatment of the outer boundary 
condition for C-meah follows the linea of 
the reference 3. The equations normal to 
the boundary are linearized about valuea at 
the end of the previous time step, and the 
characteristic variables corresponding to 
outgoing characteristics are then 
determined by extrapolation from the 
interior. The remaining boundary 
conditiona are apecified in a manner 
consistent with the conditions imposed by 
the freestream. 

9. Results 
bi” 

Two-dimensional calculations have been 
performed to test the multigrid method with 
the implicit schemes. Since the mesh 
generation has been separated from the 
Euler solver, any standard quadrilateral 
mesh can be used. In this work, an O-mesh 
using a conformal mapping to a near circle 
and a C-mesh using parabolic coordinates 
are used. 0-mesh allows for denaer spacing 
on the airfoil aurfece than C-mesh, with 
the result that O-mesh gives more accurate 
results than C-mesh if the number of mesh 
points is sane. However, C-mesh seems to 
be better suited for viscoua calculations, 
since its wake resolution ia better after 
mesh stretching. Airfoil calculationa were 
carried Out on both meshes with 128 
intervals in the direction around the 
airfoil and 32 intervala in the radial 
direction. These ueshes are shown in 
Figure le and Figure 2. 

The figures show both the computed 
solution and the convergence history. In 
each figure of the convergence history. two 
indicators of the convergence rate are 
presented. One ia the decay of the 
logarithm of the error, where the error is 
measured by the root mean aquere rate of 
change of density on the fine grid. The 
other ia the build-up of the number of 
points in the aupereonlc zone. For a 

the supersonic zone develops and is a 
uaeful measure of the global convergence of 

transonic flow this indicates how quickly b& 
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the flow field. 

In order to compare the different 
schemes both with and without multigrid, a 
number of examples are presented for the 
NACA 0012 airfoil at zero angle-of-attack 
and Mach 0.8. This nonlifting flow is a 
useful test case to check the accuracy and 
the performance of a given achene since e 
number of previous Euler codes calculated 
this test case, and inaccurate schemes may 
predict nonzero lift in nonlifting flows. 

The solution by the multigrid LU 
scheme on C-mesh is shown in Figure 4. 
Figure 5 shows Mach number contours. 
Dashed line means the sonic line. These 
plots show that the flow field is 
completely converged. Figure 6 and Figure 
7 show the convergence histories of the LU 
implicit scheme on C-mesh with and without 
multigrid. The supersonic zone was frozen 
in 40 cycles with 4-level multigrid and in 
400 cycles on single grid. The 
acceleration factor based on the number of 
cycles is 10. The code was also run on 
0-mesh. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show 0-mesh 
convergence histories of the LU implicit 
achene and the SSOR scheme respectively. 
The SSOR scheme is clearly stable and 
convergent although the convergence rate is 
worse than that of the LU implicit scheme. 

All the previous examples have been 
run using enthalpy damping in order to 
enhance convergence to the steady state. 
In addition, convergence has been improved 

In these 
calculations. the achene used CFL number of 
5 with local time stepping. When 
calculating unsteady flows, these 
acceleration devices are no longer 
available and computations must be carried 
out with a constant tire step. Implicit 
echemes have the advantage of allowing the 
use of a much larger tine step than is 
normally possible with explicit schemes. 
In order to illustrate this possibility 
Figure 10 shows the convergence hiatory 
with a CFL number of 35 using s constant 
time step without enthalpy damping. 
Although local time stepping gives a little 
faster convergence, the use of high CFL 
number suggests that the scheme would be a 
very efficient tool for unsteady flow 
analysis. 

&by using a variable time step. 

The next example of transonic flow is 
the flow over NACA 0012 airfoil at Mach 0.8 
and angle-of-attack 1.25 degrees. This 
flow contains a strong shock on the upper 
surface and a week shock on the lower 
surface. A first order accurate eolution 
is compared with the standard aecond order 
accurmte solution in Figure 11. This was 
obtained by using second difference 
dissipation only on the fine grid. First 
order accurate solution grossly 
underpredicts the lift, and fails to 
predict the correct location and strength 
of the shock weves. 

The final example is subcritical flow 
at Mach 0.5 and zero angle-of-attack. 
Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the surface 
pressure distribution end the convergence 
history. This test case ahows that the 
code calculates subsonic flow accurately 
and efficiently, although it is designed 
mainly for the transonic flow. 

Conclusion 

Although the AD1 scheme is useful for 
two-dirensional problems, its inherent 
limitations in three dimension suggest an 
alternative approach. The LU implicit 
achene is successfully developed and it is 
proved that the scheme is well suited for a 
multigrid method. The number of cycles to 
reach a steady atate was reduced by a 
factor of 10. Moreover, the LU implicit 
scheme is found to be promising for 
unsteady and viscous flow calculations. 
The SSOR scheme is found to be less 
desirable than the LU implicit scheme. The 
LU implicit scheme does not need more 
storage of memory than an explicit scheme. 
Total computation tine for the LU irplicit 
scheme is comparable to the multistage 
scheae with residual averaging on a scaler 
computer, while the multistage scheme needs 
thirty percent less time on a vector 
computer in steady flow calculations. 
However, the LU implicit scheme seems to be 
able to take an order of magnitude larger 
time steps than an explicit scheme in 
unsteady flow calculstiona. Extensions to 
three-dimensional, unsteady and viscous 
flows are straightforward. 
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Figure 2 .  128 x 32 C-mesh 

Figure 3 .  Growth Factor of the LU scheme 
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Figure 4 .  Surface Pressure Dis tr ibut ion  
for 'Transonic F l o w  

Figure 5 .  Mach Number Contours 
f o r  Transonic F l o w  
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Figure 6 .  Convergence History of the  LU scheme 
on C-mesh with S i n g l e  Grid 
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Figure 8 .  Convergence History of the  LU scheme 
on 0-mesh wi th  Mul t ip le  Grids 
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Figure 7 .  Convergence History of the  LU scheme Figure 9. Convergence History of t h e  SSOR scheme 
on C-mesh with Mult iple  G r i d s  on 0-mesh with Mult iple  Grids 
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Figure 10 .  Convergence History of the  LU scheme 
with Constant Time  Stepping CFL 35 
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Figure 11. Comparison of 1st and 2nd Order 
Accurate So lu t ions  for Transonic F l o w  
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Figure 12. Surface Pressure Dis tr ibut ion  
for Subsonic F l o w  
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Figure 13.  Convergence History of t h e  LU scheme 
for Subsonic Flow 


